COM 1 (Level 2) – SR1, SR2, SR3, SR1 Foyer, COM1
Food for guests @ COM1 (Level B1)- B1 open area* AND outside SR2  (*not in map). Food for VIPs inside SR 2.    OVERALL TOTAL : ~100 projects.
COM1 Level 2 Entrance
SR1 Lobby – (25 poster boards, 16 shared big tables, 36 while consoles, 20 chairs, 3 laptops, 3 A3 sign boards)
SR3 – (10 poster boards, Brown tables 18 from the existing tables in SR3)
SR1 – Closing ceremony (12 shared big consoles, 10 white consoles, 18 poster boards, 2 laptops)
Basement 1 – Buffet Spread for Guests (300 pax B1 + 100 pax outside SR2 @ Level 2 + 100 pax VIP inside SR2 @ Level 2).
2 or 3 row. (4 A3 Signboards for the Food rows, 1 projector/screen, 1 laptop, 1 console)